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Objectives: To provide a framework for epidemiological research on work and health that combines classic
occupational epidemiology and the consideration of work in a structural perspective focused on gender
inequalities in health.
Methods: Gaps and limitations in classic occupational epidemiology, when considered from a gender
perspective, are described. Limitations in research on work related gender inequalities in health are
identified. Finally, some recommendations for future research are proposed.
Results: Classic occupational epidemiology has paid less attention to women’s problems than men’s.
Research into work related gender inequalities in health has rarely considered either social class or the impact
of family demands on men’s health. In addition, it has rarely taken into account the potential interactions
between gender, social class, employment status and family roles and the differences in social determinants of
health according to the health indicator analysed.
Conclusions: Occupational epidemiology should consider the role of sex and gender in examining exposures
and associated health problems. Variables should be used that capture the specific work environments and
health conditions of both sexes. The analysis of work and health from a gender perspective should take into
account the complex interactions between gender, family roles, employment status and social class.

ender division that is present in all societies means that
men and women are assigned different duties and
responsibilities as well as different entitlements.
Although the precise definition of this division varies between
societies, there is a high degree of consistency in the sexual
division of work with those who are defined as female having,
primarily, responsibility for household and domestic labour and
males having a primary role in paid work.1 This sexual division
of labour permeates all levels and spheres of society, even
epidemiological research.
In the field of work and health research, early work tended to
draw upon male only samples but by the end of 1980s the
situation reversed and many studies focused on women only
samples and work related differences in health among women.
There was little truly comparative research. Nowadays, the
dramatic changes in gender related patterns of employment
make necessary a gender comparative approach that also
includes men in the analysis. This gender approach means to
take into account the sexual division of labour, as well as the
potential different meanings of any particular role for men and
women in different social contexts. This framework should
recognise that the social relations of gender operate in complex
ways. Thus, similar circumstances may affect both men and
women similarly. Equally, similar social circumstances may
produce different effects upon the health of men and women—
for example, because of the interaction of other factors or the
different meanings of these circumstances depending on sex. It
is also important to build an explicit consideration of
differences within men and within women into research.
Research on gender and health should not be comparative in
every case since there may be occasions where it is appropriate
to focus on differences within women or men—for example,
those related to social class or other dimensions of inequalities,
but to highlight the complex ways in which the social relations
of gender may impact men’s and women’s health.2

Moreover, the consideration of the role of both sex and gender
is required.3
Two parallel approaches have dominated research on work
and health. On one hand, classic occupational epidemiology has
focused on job safety and hygiene hazards prioritising the study
of male worker populations where their prevalence is typically
higher. Even though women have always worked, less attention
has been paid to female workers’ occupational health.4 With the
dramatic changes in production, work organisation and labour
market globalisation, this situation is starting to change with
an increasing interest in the study of women’s occupational
health and of ergonomic and psychosocial hazards.
On the other hand, research on health inequalities has often
considered work as an essential element of conceptual frameworks that differ by sex. Whereas among men the analysis has
been focused on social class, often measured through occupation, among women it has been dominated by the role
framework, emphasising women’s roles as housewives and
mothers with paid employment seen as an additional role.2 5
The dominance of the role framework in studying ill health
among women contrasts with the paucity of attention to family
roles, and associated burden, and their influence on health in
men. On the other hand, studies about social determinants of
women’s health have often neglected the importance of social
class.
The objective of this study is to provide a framework for
epidemiological research on work and health that combines
classic occupational epidemiology and the consideration of
work in a structural perspective focused on gender inequalities
in health. The sexual division of labour is the point of departure
for the analysis of both paradigms. Moreover, attention is also
paid to the importance of social class in examining the impact
of work on health. Firstly, a reflection about occupational
epidemiology and its gaps in analysing women’s health and in
integrating a gender perspective is presented. Secondly,
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limitations in health research on work related gender inequalities are identified by examining some of the main areas of this
type of study. Finally, recommendations are made for future
epidemiological research on work and health.

OCCUPATIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY, SEX AND GENDER
Table 1 summarises some of the most important limitations of
occupational epidemiology from a gender perspective.
Traditionally, occupational epidemiology has been focused on
safety, hygiene and, more recently, ergonomic and psychosocial
hazards. Early research operated on the premise that workers
were men. As a consequence, criticism has been made that less
attention has been paid to women’s job related health problems
than men’s. There are many examples that illustrate this
statement.6 7 For example, in many cases safety standards are
based exclusively on male samples and results extrapolated to
women, with no conclusive evidence of their suitability for
females.8 Regarding hygiene hazards, it is well known that
there are sex differences in bone, fat and immune system
metabolism, as well as cardiovascular and endocrine function,
but little is known about the implications of these differences
for the effects of toxic exposures.9 Moreover, whereas in
traditionally feminised jobs exposure to traditional job hazards
such as heavy lifting is lower than in male sectors, women’s
exposure to repetitive movements that often are not taken into
account, either in research or prevention strategies, is usually
high.10
On the other hand, gender issues have not been taken into
account in occupational epidemiology. For example, although
men’s occupational health has been better studied than
women’s, research on this topic has often focused on physical
and biological hazards, and has neglected the analysis of the
gender dimension. Differences between men’s and women’s
rates of work related injury, disability and fatality are largely
attributable to the gendered organisation of paid work.
However, little is known about the role of gender in males’
occupational health. The interest in the links between
masculinity and health is increasing.11 12 Overall, the development of a heterosexual male identity usually requires the taking
of risks that are hazardous to health. Moreover, an unwillingness to admit weakness may prevent many men from taking
health promotion messages seriously or attending health
services when they need them.13 Additionally, health related
behaviours that can be used in the demonstration of hegemonic
masculinity include the appearance of being strong and robust
or the display of aggressive behaviour and physical dominance.11 These patterns of behaviour are likely to be shown in
the work environment in different ways. Moreover, social class
can shape the expression of this masculinity stereotype. For
instance, male manual workers are likely to show their
Table 1 Gaps and limitations in occupational
epidemiology from a gender perspective
(1) Little attention to women’s occupational health problems
(2) Use of analysis frameworks based on traditional male dominated
occupations
(3) Lack of consideration of sex and gender differences in the work hazards
exposures and reaction to occupational hazards
(4) Lack of studies about the causes and consequences of gender
segregation and discrimination in the labour market
(5) Lack of analysis and recording of domestic work hazards and associated
health problems
(6) Insufficient studies about the impact of part time work or long working
hours on health
(7) Lack of studies of gender differences in the impact of informal care on
health
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masculinity by making visible their physical strength and their
resistance to hard physical environments. On the other hand,
men of more advantaged social class who work tirelessly, deny
their stress and dismiss their physical needs for sleep and a
healthy diet often do so because they expect to be rewarded
with money, power, position and prestige.14 15 Clearly, these
stereotypic male behaviours are likely to be related to
occupational health problems among men.
Besides biological and cultural differences, men and women
differ in their employment status, jobs, tasks and assigned
responsibilities and these differences are, to a large extent,
responsible for gender differences in risk exposures that are
examined in the following sections.

Gender segregation in the labour market
There is a horizontal division of the labour market, with the
female working population densely concentrated in certain
sectors of activity and in certain professions. It is precisely in
these sectors that the levels of remuneration are the lowest.
Vertical segregation of the labour market—that is, the
concentration of women in the lower categories of the
professional hierarchy, reinforces the effects of horizontal
segregation and also accounts for women’s low wages.16 17
Even within the same job title, men and women may be
assigned to different tasks and be exposed to different working
conditions. For example, women in retail sales in Europe more
often sell cosmetics and shoes, while men more often sell
automobiles and electronic equipment.18 Differences in gender
tasks imply exposure to different hazards. As occupation codes
are provided in more detail, differences between women’s and
men’s tasks become more evident. However, because of sample
size limitations many epidemiological studies about occupational health that assign exposures according to one or two
digit codes, face potential classification biases by attributing
similar exposures to people who actually carry out different
tasks.
Besides gender differences in the exposure to physical
hazards, there are also gender inequalities in the exposure to
psychosocial risks. For example, in the former European Union
of 15 members, females’ jobs are characterised by being more
monotonous, with lower participation in planning, higher
demands, more psychological and sexual harassment, more
exposed to the public, and with lower salaries, less promotion
prospects and more precariousness.19 However, little is known
about the reasons why, even when educational levels of women
in developed countries are similar or even higher than men’s,
females are concentrated in the less qualified occupations, with
poorer psychosocial work environments, or about the causes of
the ‘‘glass ceiling’’20 or gender discrimination in the labour
market.21
There are also gender differences in the number of working
hours that are related to a great extent to differences in family
roles. Women are more likely to work part time. Although for
some groups part time status may permit a more effective
balance between work and non-work activities, in many cases
working conditions are poorer than in full time jobs. In Europe,
part time jobs are segregated into a narrower range of
occupations than full time jobs and are typically lower paid,
lower status (such as sales, catering and cleaning), more
monotonous and with fewer opportunities for advancement.22
Most studies carried out in the United States have shown that
part timers usually earn less per hour than full timers, even
after controlling for education, experience and other relevant
factors.23 Additionally, part time work is often related to job
insecurity.24 On the other hand, men are more likely to work
long hours. There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that
long working hours adversely affect workers’ health.25–27
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However, despite the increasing concern about the potential
health effects of both forms of non-standard work schedules,
research on this issue is still scarce.23 26–28

Gender segregation in domestic work
Gender segregation is also obvious in domestic labour where
most tasks are still carried out by women. As in paid work,
unpaid work implies exposure to safety, hygiene, ergonomic
and psychosocial hazards. Domestic work related injuries and
associated diseases are not systematically collected. From a
gender perspective this is extremely important because they are
much more frequent among women. The domestic setting can
be a source of hazardous chemical exposures. For example, an
association has been reported between cleaning tasks and
asthma.29 More research on potential hazards related to the use
of products used in cleaning, repairing or domestic gardening is
needed.
Domestic work also implies exposure to ergonomic and
psychosocial hazards, such as those related to informal care in
families with disabled people that, besides physical and mental
effort, often poses high emotional demands. Many studies have
reported the association between caring tasks and different
health indicators among informal caregivers.30 31 However, most
of them analyse samples composed exclusively of females.
Although these activities are mostly carried out by women,
there are also men and it is expected that their numbers will
progressively increase. On the other hand, because of differences in care-giving activities by gender, it is likely that their
health impact differs by sex. For example, it can be expected
that whereas among women the impact could be higher in
mental health, among men it could be in the musculoskeletal
system.

RESEARCH ON WORK RELATED GENDER
INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH
Besides being a potential source of exposure to physical,
hygiene, ergonomic and psychosocial hazards, work is one of
the main axes that shapes life and identity, and its meaning
differs by gender. Nowadays, in a context of transition from the
traditional gender roles to more equal positions of men and
women in society, employment has become more and more
important in women’s lives, while family roles are expected to
become more and more important for men. However, gender
differences and inequalities in paid and non-paid work still
persist and the meaning of being a parent, whether married or
not, and being in paid employment or not, is still likely to be
different between men and women, and likely to appear
differently depending on social class. Table 2 summarises some
of the main limitations of work related gender inequalities in
health research.
As mentioned above, research on gender inequalities in
health has been dominated by the multiple roles approach but
this literature has paid little attention to social class or
Table 2 Gaps and limitations in work related gender
inequalities in health research
(1) Social class has rarely been considered
(2) Need to analyse gender inequalities in a broad range of health
indicators
(3) No control of potential reverse causation effects in many cross sectional
studies
(4) Insufficient characterisation of domestic and paid work roles
(5) No consideration of the potential interactions between gender, social
class, family roles and employment status
(6) Frequent use as dependent and independent variables, subjective
concepts which are self reported
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socioeconomic position that can interact with gender in
determining women’s employment status.2 In general, more
highly educated women are more likely to be in employment, or
in full time employment.32 Furthermore, educational level plays
an even bigger part when women have children and other
family responsibilities.33 Therefore, different employment status
can have a different meaning, not only by sex, but in different
educational levels and, as a consequence, its impact on health
may differ. However, gender research about work and health
has rarely considered the potential modifying effect of
educational level.
On the other hand, although it has been reported that gender
inequalities differ depending on the health indicator analysed,34–36 many studies on gender and health have analysed
only one health indicator—that is, mental health,37 self
perceived health status38 39 or long standing limiting illness.40 41
Additionally, many studies about gender inequalities in health
are based on cross sectional health surveys, therefore making
that potential reverse causation bias cannot be ruled out. For
example, poor health status can be the reason for being a full
time homemaker, being unemployed or holding a precarious
job, there being reverse causal pathways in contrast to what
many studies conclude, with insufficient control of this
potential bias, or at least a discussion of this aspect.
To overcome some previous limitations of research into work
related gender inequalities in health requires considering three
axes of social stratification: work (considering both paid and
domestic work), gender and social class. From an epidemiological point of view it means the examination of multiple
interactions in the analysis of different health indicators. So far,
little is known about the impact on health of a given role taking
into account the potential modifying effect of other factors, nor
about the potential gender differences by social class. In the
following sections we illustrate some of the gaps in this area of
epidemiology by examining epidemiological questions such as
health differences between full time homemakers and female
workers, gender differences in the impact of combining job and
family responsibilities and in being unemployed or working
with a temporary contract, from a combined perspective of
gender and social class.
Full time homemakers and female workers
It is widely recognised that paid employment has a beneficial
effect on women’s health with those in paid work being in
better health that those who are not.42–44 Moreover, some
studies have generally confirmed that the better health of
employed women does not simply reflect a ‘‘healthy worker
effect.’’45 46 The job environment can offer opportunities to build
self esteem and confidence in one’s decision making, social
support for otherwise isolated individuals and experiences that
enhance life satisfaction.47 Additionally, income provides
women with economic independence and increases their power
in the household unit. These findings support the role
enhancement hypothesis. However, other studies support the
role overload or role conflict hypotheses. For example, it has
been reported that employment has beneficial effects on health
for unmarried women but little or no effect for married
women,46 or that the benefits of a job for mothers’ health are
restricted to those working part time.48–50 Although it cannot be
ruled out that certain social or cultural differences may explain
the inconsistencies among studies, there are also some
methodological limitations that could have an important role.
One of the reasons behind the contradictory findings in the
role literature may be the insufficient characterisation of each
role. In some studies multiple roles implies having more than
one principal role (thus, number of roles is the focus); in others,
it means combining job and family responsibilities (thus, type
www.jech.com
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of roles).51 However the relation between multiple roles and
health not only depends on the number or the type of roles
occupied, but also on the nature of the particular roles—that is,
the exposures related to the job differ by occupational social
class, or those associated with marital or parental status depend
to a great extent on the family demands associated with these
roles. Moreover, the effect of family demands on health may be
different for different employment status or even for the same
employment status there may be an interaction with occupational social class.
Few studies have examined the interaction between employment status and social class—that is, does being a full time
homemaker or a worker mean the same and does it have the
same impact on health for women independently of social class?
For example, it has been reported that differences in health status
among full time homemakers and female workers are more
consistent among women of less favoured social class.52
Many studies analysing differences in health status among
housewives and women workers have been based on samples of
adult women with no restrictions on age or marital status.
Housewives tend to be older than the average female worker
and most of them have family responsibilities; many female
workers have no family demands, therefore the association
between employment status and ill health being due to
differences in family responsibilities or to cohort effects cannot
be ruled out.
Combination of job and family responsibilities
Despite the dramatic increase of women in the labour market in
recent decades, there has been no significant change in the
distribution of domestic work, even when both partners are
working.53 Some of the most important limitations in current
research into the impact of work-life balance on health is the
frequent restriction of the samples to women, as well as the
lack of consideration of the effect of social class.54 For example,
in a study carried out in Catalonia, in a sample of workers
married or cohabiting, family demands, measured through
household size, were related to several poor health outcomes
among less privileged women but not among men, no matter
their social class, nor among women of more advantaged social
class.55
On the other hand, resources for facing domestic work
should be taken into account. It has been reported that hiring a
person to do domestic tasks is associated with good self
perceived health status among married female workers after
adjusting for age and social class. No such association was
found among married male workers.56 Interestingly, a protective effect of living with people older than 65 has been found
among married, employed Spanish females with low education.55 This finding could be explained by the fact that,
nowadays, people older than 65 years of age have few
limitations in their daily activities as compared with some
years ago,56 and they can provide emotional, operative and even
economic support to female workers at home.
Many studies about the relation between family roles and
health status have focused on psychological factors instead of
using a social structural approach based on objective indicators
of domestic burden (that is, number of young children at home
or having someone hired for domestic tasks). In the first
approach the measure of family demands includes strains
actually experienced in various family roles (parent, wife) or in
performing particular tasks (childcare, housework, etc).57–59
That approach however has several limitations. On one hand,
feelings of strain are to some extent affected by other aspects,
such as personality characteristics, rather than the structural
living or working conditions. On the other hand, when both
dependent and independent variables are subjective and self
www.jech.com
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reported, personality may influence both of them and
associations can be overestimated because of the sharing of a
common variance. Moreover, whether the focus of analysis of
health inequalities primarily relies on structural or on
psychological factors has policy implications. Whereas the first
approach mainly leads to political interventions addressed to
changing structural factors that generate health inequalities,
the second one emphasises the need for individual or cultural
changes.

Unemployment and mental health
One of the most extensively studied health effects of
unemployment is that of psychological distress among the
unemployed.60 However, despite the high prevalence of unemployment and mental health disorders among women, the
different position of men and women in the labour market and
gender differences in the social determinants of mental
health,61 potential gender differences in health effects of
unemployment have rarely been addressed. Indeed, many
studies on unemployment have included only men.62 63
Unemployment can cause poor mental health because of
financial strain, and the beneficial effects of unemployment
compensations have been reported.64–66 But unemployment can
also be associated with poor mental health due to the lack of
non-financial benefits provided by the job, such as time
structure to the day, social status, self esteem, physical and
mental activity, use of skills, decision latitude, interpersonal
contacts, and ‘‘traction,’’ a reason to go on through the day and
from one day to the next.60 The association between these
factors and mental health status is likely to be mediated by the
social context in which individuals live, which is largely
determined by family roles and social class. Moreover, the role
of these factors is likely to differ by gender since they have
different meanings for men and women. In addition, social
class can act as a modifying factor.
In a study about the impact of unemployment on mental
health status, carried out in a Spanish population, the authors
confirmed this complex framework of interactions. The
beneficial effects of unemployment compensations were not
equally distributed across different categories of gender, family
roles and social class; the higher impact of unemployment on
men’s mental health was accounted for by workers with family
responsibilities, with marriage increasing the risk of poor
mental health for manual men, whereas for women, being
married, and particularly living with children, acted as a buffer;
and the mediating effect of social class on the impact of
unemployment on mental health differed by gender and family
roles. From these results, it can be inferred that being married
can be a source of serious financial strain for unemployed men
from less advantaged social classes who traditionally assume
the role of breadwinners at home. Moreover, because of their
traditional low involvement in nurturing roles, for males,
family responsibilities cannot successfully replace a job as an
alternative source of a goal and meaning in life. Conversely,
among women, who still have a principal role in the family in
developed countries, family roles could replace the rewards that
were once provided by the job.67
However, another explanation for these findings is possible.
Women could be more health selected than men into
unemployment. Those who have children and defined themselves as unemployed—therefore, they are looking actively for
work—could be the ones who are particularly strongly
motivated to do so, and equipped with good health enough to
volunteer for the possible role overload that may result. These
alternative or complementary explanations for the lower impact
of unemployment on mental health of females with children
deserve further research.
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Flexible employment arrangements and health
Between the extreme positions in the labour market represented by working with permanent contracts or being
unemployed, there is a broad range of unstable employment
situations with potentially damaging effects on health.
Although increasing job flexibility is one of the main features
of current labour market policies, in comparison with literature
about unemployment, very little research has been done to
analyse the impact of flexible employment on individuals’
health and living conditions. Moreover, results of different
studies are not consistent. In a review about research on
temporary work and health, Virtanen et al68 emphasised the
importance of considering contextual variables such as unemployment rates, national employment protection and social
security legislation in relation to poor wages, poor social
security, job insecurity and a lack of unionisation and industrial
safety.
Although these contextual factors are obviously important,
from a gender perspective it is essential to further consider the
higher proportion of women with flexible contractual arrangements, their lower position in the labour market as well as their
family roles. A study carried out in Spain reported that the
effect on mental health of flexible contractual arrangements,
other than fixed term temporary contracts, was higher among
less privileged groups (women and manual male workers), and
that the impact of flexible employment, either fixed term or
non-fixed term contracts, on family formation was more
pronounced among men.69 In most countries, holding a job is
an important predictor for cohabitation, marriage and parenthood among men. Moreover, in countries with a strong male
breadwinner model, long term and full time employment for
men is considered necessary in order to consolidate the
financial basis considered as necessary for these transitions.
Previous research on job insecurity and health has been
largely based on the analysis of perceived insecurity and
positive association with poor psychological and physical health
have been found.70–75 This approach, however, has some
limitations because feelings about job insecurity are to some
extent affected by aspects other than the objective contractual
arrangements.76 Moreover, as mentioned earlier, when both
dependent and predictor variables are subjective, associations
can be overestimated because of sharing a common variance.
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What is already known
Two parallel approaches have dominated research on work
and health.

N
N

What this paper adds

N

N

N

N
N

Occupational epidemiology: classic analysis of safety, hygiene,
ergonomic and psychosocial hazards should include, when
applicable, both sexes and examine the potential interactions
between sex and social class. Moreover, a similar approach
should be used in the examination of domestic work
hazards. The meaning of the sex variable should be
interpreted both as a biological concept and a sociological
one.77
Conceptual frameworks: more effort should be devoted to the
development of conceptual frameworks that take into
account gender, paid and domestic work, as well as social
class, as different dimensions of social stratification with
complex inter-relations among them.
Study design: cross sectional studies are likely to have a
reverse causation bias. More longitudinal studies are
undoubtedly needed in order to overcome this limitation.
However, longitudinal studies are costly and, when they are
prospective, a long time is needed to obtain results. This

We provide a framework for epidemiological research
on work and health that combines classic occupational
epidemiology and the consideration of work in a
structural perspective of work related gender inequalities
in health. Limitations of current research on work and
health from a gender perspective are identified.
Moreover, attention is also paid to the importance of
social class in examining the impact of work on health, as
well as, to the complex interactions among gender, social
class, paid work and family demands.

Policy implications

N

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Sex, gender and social class should be taken into account in
research about work and health. Moreover, the concept of work
should also include unpaid work. Some recommendations for
future research addressing these challenges are listed below:

On one hand, classic occupational epidemiology has
focused on job safety and hygiene hazards prioritising
the study of male workers populations where their
prevalence is typically higher.
On the other hand, research on health inequalities has
often considered work as an essential element of
conceptual frameworks that differ by sex. Whereas
among men the analysis has been focused on social
class, often measured through occupation, among
women it has been dominated by a role framework that
emphasises family roles and non-paid work.

N

N

Expanding the analysis of the impact of work on health,
from the classic occupational health approach based on
the exposure to different hazards, to an structural
perspective that considers work as a determinant of
social inequalities in health has important policy implications.
Whereas in the first approach responsibility for occupational health primarily corresponds to occupational
health professionals and is focused at the workplace
level, the second one implies taking into account the
impact of economic, social and labour policies in
workers’ occupational health.
So far, many political decisions in these areas are based
on economical reasons and the need to adapt to
globalisation and higher competitiveness, but they would
have to take into account the impact on occupational
health as one of the key elements in the decision making
processes.

limitation is especially important for studies of social
inequalities in health in a context of a rapidly changing
society since results could cease to be valid only a few years
after the start of the study. There are other alternatives to
reduce the reverse causation bias, such as restricting the
study populations to people with no long standing limiting
illness, for example.
www.jech.com
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N

N

Analysis of multiple interactions in work related gender inequalities:
the epidemiological analysis and interpretation of results of
the multiple interactions between paid work, family
demands, gender and social class is not easy. Either models
with interaction terms can be fitted or the analysis can be
disaggregated for different categories of the interacting
variables. However, although the first position can be
defended based on statistical grounds, an important part of
theoretical richness and intuitive interpretation is lost. It has
been pointed out that the second approach, which requires
large samples, is more easily understood and preferable
when there are several terms of interaction or terms with
many interacting variables.78 This approach means analysing
different pieces of reality by restricting the study populations
according to some variables; to fit separated statistical
models for the social variables of interest and to give full
theoretical voice to the complexity of the socially constructed
meaning of the combined impact of gender, social class and
work.
Selection of variables: selected variables should adequately
capture exposures and outcomes for both sexes. In
examining job hazards it has been recommended that we
measure exposures rather than infer them from their
occupational code.7 It is also recommended that we capture
demands and resources relating to domestic work.
Regarding outcomes, research should analyse different
health outcomes, when applicable, in order to understand
the complexity of the associations of working and living
conditions with health. Finally, studies should avoid simultaneous subjectivity in both dependent and independent
variables.

CONCLUSIONS
Gender sensitive epidemiology on work and health is something more than just disaggregating the analysis by sex. It
requires the development of conceptual frameworks with men
and women included and the consideration of the strong sexual
division of work and of society in general, as well as taking into
account the interactions among work (paid and unpaid work),
gender and social class. In addition, the role of sex and gender
in observed differences should be carefully discussed.
Moreover, there may be occasions where it is appropriate to
focus on differences within women or men in order to highlight
the complex ways in which the social relations of gender may
impact men’s and women’s health
There may be an ideological resistance to gender sensitive
research because although consideration of gender has been
traditionally regarded as essential in social science, this is not
the case in epidemiological research. Gender sensitive research
may be considered by some sectors as ideological contamination. However, this is not only a political issue, it means
improving the quality of research, not only for women, but for
both sexes.
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